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However, jackie quickly understood why this martial art technique was abnormally difficult for normal
people. Nevertheless, he learned the True Dragon Claw technique in the past and had the ability to
transform into a true dragon, giving him a dragon’s form.

Perhaps that was the reason why the Twin Dragons Fist was surprisingly suited for him as he could
turn his hands into dragon claws.

Seeing jackie’s confusion, Lucian almost coughed up blood from his agitation. Just what kind of a
monster was the kid standing before him? How could he, someone at the fourth-grade ultimate
god-level, be that much stronger? Moreover, jackie managed to learn the Twin Dragons Fist in under
two months? How did he comprehend the technique?

“Wind Slash!”

Lucian had no confidence, but with his companions mostly dead, he gritted his teeth and slashed at
jackie with his sword.

Whoosh!

Waves of horrifying sword aura flew forward, sweeping through the forest like the winds of Fall. The
horrifying and numerous aura swept through a wide area.

“Twin Dragons Fist!”

jackie retaliated by sending his fists forward.

“Roar!”

Following his fists, two gigantic dragon claws appeared before jackie. The dragon claws were a
manifestation of Chi but looked very real. They even gave off a terrifying roar of a dragon as they
rushed forward.

Boom boom boom!

The sword auras landed on the dragon claws but were immediately destroyed on impact. Meanwhile,
the two gigantic dragon claws rushed ever closer to Lucian at an alarming speed.

“I-I-Impossible!”

Seeing his attacks being completely destroyed by jackie ‘s attack made Lucian turn pale. His eyes were
filled with terror. Judging from the speed of the attack, he would not be able to escape.

“No! I don’t want to die! Please spare me!”

Lucian immediately begged for mercy once he thought about the wonderful future he had before him.
He hoped jackie would halt his attack and give him a chance to live.

Bang!



Nevertheless, how could jackie spare someone who killed the people belonging to the White family
and Cabello family? Furthermore, Lucian belonged to the Alliance Guard. jackie would never believe
the words from those people.

Two gigantic dragon claws charged straight ahead, tearing Lucian to pieces. Lucian, a seventh-grade
ultimate god-level martial artist was reduced to dust, completely annihilated.

Right then, Nash and the others had also finished their battle and turned their attention to jackie.

“He’s too powerful. This kid really killed a seventh grade ultimate god-level expert!” The second elder
of the Cabello family lamented.

He never would have thought that jackie would reach such a level. That seventh-grade ultimate
god-level expert had forced the forces from the Nine Armies to retreat in despair. He did not expect
jackie to be able to kill that guy.

“Hahaha, I didn’t expect my son to be this awesome!” Nash laughed out loud with an extremely smug
expression. Back then, Lily almost got jackie killed. Fortunately, he had survived under those
circumstances and grew stronger steadily.
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